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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a method based on
applying specific transformations to the Global Navigation
Satellite System (GNSS) signals received in unfavorable
environment. As a result, one simple classical receiver
including these adjustments becomes sensitive to several
Multi-Constellation and Multi-Frequency (MC/MF) GNSS
signals and achieves efficiently their collective acquisition.
The proposed method consists of three variants each dedicated to a particular type of Binary Offset Carrier (BOC)
family signals; the primary is based on undersampling
process, the second is founded on time expansion and the
last one permits the acquisition of more than five different
GNSS signals by a single local Composite Binary Coded
Symbols (CBCS) waveform replica. Hence, the proposed
scheme, by avoiding the use of multiple demodulators in
the baseband, allows less receiver complexity and accordingly better realization cost. The simulation results showed
that the proposed method presents an effective solution for
the reception of MC/MF signals in unfavorable environments.
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1. Introduction
Currently, the GNSS positioning is widely used in
many areas such as vehicles, aviation, navy and other various applications. The transmission and multiplexing
method adopted by the most of these systems is the Code
Division Multiple Access (CDMA) based on the Direct
Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) technique [1]. The
Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) modulation was firstly
used for traditional GNSS [1]. Afterwards, for reasons of
improved accuracy and cohabitation between traditional
and new generation GNSS, a new modulation called BOC
was introduced and approved [2]. The latter is more effective since it presents better performances with specific
constraints such as multipath (MP), noise, low power, interferences, interoperability and compatibility [2].
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Further developments on the BOC modulation conducted on several other types of modulations, which constitute nowadays the BOC modulation family. Namely, we
can cite the Multiplexed BOC (MBOC) modulation developed for L1C modernized Global Positioning System
(GPS) and Galileo Open Service (OS) signals [3]. It has
two implementations: the first one is a four-level signal
called Composite BOC (CBOC) [4] and the second one is
a bi-level signal called Time-Multiplexed BOC (TMBOC)
[3]. One more modulation called Binary Coded Symbol
(BCS), which is a generalization of BPSK and BOC modulations, has been presented in [5]. The BCS waveform has
a sharp Auto-Correlation Function (ACF) that results in
very good performance in terms of natural MP rejection
and high flexibility for future GNSS optimization [6]. BCS
was followed by the Composite Binary Coded Symbols
(CBCS) that is developed in [5], [7] as a candidate for L1
OS optimized signal structure. Its concept is similar to that
of MBOC signal and can be expressed by a linear combination of BOC(α,α) and a BCS waveform with the same
chip rate [7]. Based on BCS principle, other BOC family
members are the BOC with Adjustable Width (BOC-AW)
modulation and its Optimized version (OBOC-AW) that
are characterized, respectively, by three levels (−1, 0, 1)
and two levels [8]. BOC-AW and OBOC-AW waveforms
present better resistance to noise, jamming and interferences, compared to the traditional BOC and BCS ones for
the same receiving band [8]. Newly, consistent BCS modulation sequences are proposed in [9] providing high performance in terms of code tracking efficiency, and interference and MP mitigation.
As can be seen from the preceding parts, GNSS receivers’ performances are hampered by some problems
such as MP [1], [10], interferences and noise effects [1].
The MP signals are characterized by their number, amplitudes, delays and phases, and constitute a source of overriding error [11]. In effect, the MP creates a bias in the
estimation of the time delay by a GNSS receiver’s Delay
Locked Loop (DLL), which results in a positioning error
[12]. Several studies‐ have been carried out to accomplish
a thorough investigation on the principal causes of GNSS
performances degradation and provide adequate solutions
to their effects. Several techniques were suggested in the
literature for MP reduction. For example, in [13], a descrip-
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tion of traditional MP mitigation methods is presented,
developed for existing GNSS signals, namely, the narrow
correlator [14], the Double Delta Correlator [13], the Enhanced Double Delta Correlator [15], the Early-Late Slope
technique [13] and the Early1/Early2 Tracker [13]. In addition, several other complex but powerful techniques reducing the effect of MPs are found in literature in the case
of complete absence of side peaks in the ACF. Among
these, we can cite as examples: the Multipath Estimation
Techniques [16], the Multipath Estimating DLL (MEDLL)
[17], the Teager-Kaiser-Operator-Based MEDLL [18], the
Fast Iterative Maximum Likelihood Algorithm (FIMLA)
[19] and the Virtual MP Mitigation (VMM) [20].
In GNSS systems, MPs do not represent the unique
problem. In fact, when using BOC modulation, another
drawback appears because of the presence of multiple side
peaks in the shape of the ACFs of BOC modulated signals.
These side peaks may create false locks at the receiver
DLL loop causing ambiguity in the tracking process [21].
Consequently, several side peaks cancellation techniques
were also proposed in the literature. As examples, we can
cite Autocorrelation Side-Peak Cancellation Technique
(ASPeCT) [22], Sidelobes Cancellation Method (SCM)
[23], and General Removing Ambiguity via Side Peak
Suppression (GRASS) method for only BOCsin signals
[24]. We can mention also Simultaneous Perturbation Stochastic Approximation (SPSA) for BOCcos signals [25],
No Central Peak ACF for BOCsin signals [26], Pseudo
Correlation Function method for MBOC signals [24], Combined Correlation Functions method for BOCsin/cos,
CBOC and Alternate BOC signals [27] and BOC-PRN
(Pseudo Random Noise) method for BOCsin/cos signals
[28].
In addition to the aforementioned limitations, the reception of weak GNSS signals is another challenging
problem that is becoming ever more common due to the
massive use of satellite localization devices [29], [30]. The
GNSS signal in indoor locations and weak signal environments, like deep urban canyons is nominally 10 – 25 dB
weaker than the lower bound of –130 dBm observed in
open-sky conditions [31]. To enhance the acquisition process sensitivity in such conditions, the long coherent or
incoherent integration is usually an efficient method [30].
The coherent integration decreases the noise bandwidth and
improves sensitivity, but it is limited by the unknown data
bits and bit edges [30]. Meanwhile, the incoherent integration, even though it does not suffer from such limitations, is
less sensitive because of squaring loss, and it becomes less
effective as its number increases [30].
Furthermore, the implementation of GPS receiver
algorithms for weak signals is confronted to the limited
resources of the wireless devices. Hence, any practical
algorithm should be designed in accordance to the requirements of such devices. For this purpose, several algorithms
have been developed in [32], [33]. The new generation
GNSS are using signals with equal codes and bits periods
which introduces another severe limitation caused by the
presence of bit transition in each segment of the received

signal. The bit transition, provoked by the navigation data
or secondary code, may cause the splitting of the main peak
of the Cross-Ambiguity Function (CAF) into two smaller
lobes along the Doppler shift axis. This problem, in weak
signal condition, results in a biased estimation of the code
delay and the Doppler shift [34]. Among the first methods
proposed to overcome the bit transition problem is that
based on the energy invariance property of the CAF [35].
The authors in [36] proposed a novel two-step based bitsign transition cancellation method. The latter, even though
it permits improved performance over conventional acquisition approach, requires a greater computational load to
perform the acquisition process. Another interesting
method called Double Bloc Zero Padding (DBZP) has been
presented in [37]. This is shown to be sensitive to bit transition and computationally efficient while conserving the
same Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) at the DBZP output as
that at the output of the traditional correlator. The DBZP
method was then followed by the Modified Time Parallel
Acquisition scheme based on the Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) algorithm and proposed in [38] to solve the transition problem. Here, both coherent and non-coherent accumulation methods have been tested after bearing some
changes [39]. It has been shown that the coherent processing outperforms its non-coherent counterpart at the
expense of an increased computation load. Afterwards, in
[40], in terms of detection probability, a thorough study on
the bit-sign transition impact on the acquisition performance was conducted. This work ended up determining the
optimal acquisition parameters in presence of bit-sign transitions. In [41], the same authors, by taking into account
the bit sign transition, provided a general mathematical
study of the acquisition, expressed the probability of detection and evaluated the average detection probability.
In addition to the bit transition drawback, the satellitemasking problem, especially in urban environment, represents a serious problem. Indeed, in this case, users can find
themselves in places where some satellites beyond the
horizon are actually masked by obstacles. This loss of visibility of certain satellites degrades the Dilution Of Precision (DOP) available for the user and the accuracy of the
service [10], [42]. To overcome this disadvantage, the
researchers made use of the benefits provided by the coexistence of several different GNSS such as GPS, Globalnaya
Navigatsionnaya Sputnikovaya Sistema (GLONASS) or
"Global Navigation Satellite System" and the new Galileo
and Compass systems, when designing a MC/MF receiver.
Accordingly, many research efforts have been aimed at the
development, implementation and design of MC/MFGNSS software and hardware defined receivers. Nevertheless, it should be noted that MC systems introduce an additional unknown to the estimation procedure due to the
offset between their time scales [43]. Accordingly, the
required number of visible satellites increases [43]. To
resolve this problem, an algorithm has been proposed in
[44] to obtain a position solution with only four visible
GPS/GLONASS satellites. However, the experimental
assessment results of this algorithm showed that a position
solution could be obtained at a slight loss in accuracy. In
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addition, in [45] the combined GPS-Galileo navigation
solution has been assessed providing slight improvements
with respect to the standalone GPS. In addition, the results
presented in [43] confirm that the GPS/GLONASS combination, reduced to only four combined satellites, shows
apparent improvements compared to GPS-only solution in
terms of availability and accuracy.
In this paper, we propose a method for receiving
GNSS signals in an unfavorable environment. The latter
one presents less computational load and is characterized
by its ability to acquire and track several MC/MF GNSS
signals using a simple classical receiving structure. The
simulation results, based on Matlab, showed that the proposed method presents a better performance against MPs
and noise in urban environments and thus it can be considered as a likely solution for the reception of MC/MF
signals.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. 2, brief descriptions of different categories of signals
that can be received by our structure are given. Section 3
describes the proposed reception architecture in detail.
Section 4 presents and discusses the simulation results of
the proposed method. Finally, conclusions are presented in
Sec. 5.

2. GNSS Modulations
The baseband modulated signal y(t) used by a noiseless GNSS can be given as the product of the navigation
message d(t), the spreading code c(t) (PRN code with chip
duration Tc), and the subcarrier signal s(t):

y t   d t  c t  s t  .

(1)

BOCsin(β, β) subcarriers with different power distributions
p and (1 – p), respectively, such as [3]:

G MBOC  f   1  p  G BOC1,1  f   pG BOC 6,1  f  . (4)
There are two possible implementations of the MBOC
modulation, the CBOC for Galileo L1-OS with split power
(50% / 50%) between the data component and the pilot
component and the TMBOC GPS L1C signal with 75%
power on the pilot component and 25% power on the data
component [3], [4]:
The subcarrier signal s(t) in the CBOC implementation is the weighted sum of BOCsin(1,1) and BOCsin(6,1)
subcarriers spreading symbols given by [3], [4]:

s  t   1  p sign sin  2 f 0t    p sign sin 12 f 0t 
(5)
where p = 1/10.
In the TMBOC(6,1,4/33) implementation, the data
component subcarrier signal is the BOCsin(1,1) spreading
symbols, while the pilot component one, denoted spilot(t),
comprises 29/33 BOCsin(1,1) and 4/33 BOCsin(6,1)
spreading symbols, such that :

 sign sin  2 f 0t  if t  S1
spilot  t   
 sign sin 12 f 0t  if t  S2

(6)

where S1 and S2 are the set of chips where the subcarrier is
of the BOCsin(m, n) and BOCsin(n,n) sort, respectively.
The subcarriers signals for BPSK, BOC or MBOC
can be generated from the spreading symbols of BCS signals, denoted by sTC(t), and given by the following equation
[5], [6], [7]:

In the GPS C/A signal, s(t) equals one and y(t) is BPSK
modulated with a chipping rate fc = 1/Tc = f0 = 1.023 MHz
[1].

T 

sTC  t   Sk PTC / n  t  k C 
n 

k 0

The BOC(,) modulation originally proposed by
Betz in [2] and adopted by Galileo and GPS modernization
uses a square waveform subcarrier with different values of
subcarrier frequency fs = f0 and PRN code rate fc = f0
where  and  are positive integers.

where PTC/n represents the rectangular pulse function of
duration TC/n that is defined by:

There are two versions of BOC modulation, BOCsin
and BOCcos, which are related respectively to the sine and
cosine phased subcarrier square waveforms that are typically defined by [2], [46]:

and Sk is the sequence with values +1 or –1.

and

Ssin  t   sign sin  2 f st 

(2)

Scos  t   sign cos  2 f st  .

(3)

The MBOC(α, β, p) modulation is the optimized version of BOC modulation proposed for Galileo L1-OS
signal and the modernized GPS L1C signal [3]. The designation MBOC (α, β, p) indicates that the Power Spectral
Density (PSD) is a combination of BOCsin(α, β) and

n 1

 1 for
P  t   
0

0t
otherwhise

(7)

(8)

For GNSS BCS signals, the notation BCS([s], fc) is
used, where [s] represents the BCS sequence in one chip
and fc is the chip rate [5], [7].
According to [5], [7], BPSK and BOC signals are particular cases of the BCS modulation. Thus, the BPSK(β)
modulation is equivalent to a BCS([1,1, …,1], fc), where
the values of β can be chosen arbitrarily. In a similar way,
BOC(,) modulation is equivalent to a BCS([1,–1,1,–1,
…,1,–1], fc ) [5], [6], [7]. And the MBOC(6,1,1/11) subcarrier signal is a particular case of the optimized version of
the BCS, denoted CBCS when the BCS sequence [s] is
selected with the BOCsin signal [5].
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The CBCS subcarrier signal is defined by a superposition of the BOC and BCS subcarrier signals given by [5],
[7], [47]:

1

0.6

s  t   p1  sign sin  2 f 0t   q1  sTC  t 

(9)
Normalized CF

0.4

where p1 and q1 are the coefficients that define power
distributed over each component and satisfying the
relation: p12 + q12 = 1. In general, the CBCS modulation is
denoted by CBCS([1,−1,1,−1,1,−1,1,−1,1,1],1,20%) or
CBCS(20%). where, {[1,−1,1,−1,1,−1,1,−1,1,1]} is a vector corresponding to the BCS sequence. The value “1”
before 20% corresponds to the case where fc/fS = 1. “%”
represents the percentage BCS power relative to the total
power signal. The amplitude of the BCS component q1 is
weaker than that of the BOCsin(1,1) to remain closer to the
BOCsin(1,1) base line signal [5], [7].

2.1 Autocorrelation Functions
The receiver signal processing performance is
strongly related to the shape of the ACF between the received and the locally generated signals. This ACF is computed between the incoming S(t) modulated signal and its
corresponding locally generated replica Sl(t). It can be
given as follows:

R   



 S  t  S  t    dt .

(10)

l



In GNSS applications, there are two categories of
BOC modulated signals; the first one characterizes signals
of low-order BOC modulation while the second one represents those of high-order BOC modulation.
In Fig. 1, the normalized ACF of BPSK(1) modulated
signal is plotted together with those of the first category of
BOC modulated signals: BOCsin(1,1), CBOC(6,1,1/11,+),
TMBOC(6,1,4/33), BOCcos(1,1) and CBCS(20%).
As shown in this figure, the BPSK(1) ACF presents one
BPSK(1)
BOCsin(1,1)
CBOC(6,1,1/11)-Pilot
TMBOC(6,1,4/33)-Pilot
BOCcos(1,1)
CBCS
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Fig. 2. Normalized ACFs of BOCsin(2,1) and BOCsin(8,1).

central peak of large width and a total absence of side
peaks, while each of the remaining ACFs presents a central
main peak and several side ones. CBOC(6,1,1/11,+),
TMBOC(6,1,4/33) and CBCS(20%) ACFs all present
a sharper principal peak and have side peaks with smaller
levels compared to those of BOC(1,1). These advantages
are due to the amount of power translated towards higher
frequencies [3], [5], [48].
In Fig. 2 that characterizes the second category, we
present ACFs for two different high-order BOC modulated
signals. As illustrated in this figure, each normalized ACF
has a central main peak and several side ones with considerable levels. As illustrated in Fig. 2, the number of side
peaks in BOC(α,β) modulated signals increases with the
modulation order N = 2/ [2].

2.2 Power Spectral Density
Figure 3 depicts the PSDs of BPSK(1), BOCsin(1,1),
CBOC(6,1,1/11,+), TMBOC(6,1,4/33), BOCcos(1,1), and
CBCS(20%) modulated signals. As shown in this figure,
the PSDs of BOCsin/cos(1,1) modulated signals has each
two symmetrical main lobes centered at the frequencies
BPSK(1)
BOCsin(1,1)
CBOC(6,1,1/11)-Pilot
TMBOC(6,1,4/33)-Pilot
BOCcos(1,1)
CBCS
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Fig. 1. Normalized ACFs of BPSK(1), BOCsin(1,1),
CBOC(6,1,1/11,+), TMBOC(6,1,4/33), BOCcos(1,1)
and CBCS(20%).
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Fig. 3. Normalized PSDs of BPSK(1), BOCsin(1,1),
CBOC(6,1,1/11,+), TMBOC(6,1,4/33), BOCcos(1,1)
and CBCS(20%).
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Fig. 4. Normalized PSDs of BOCsin(8,1) and BOCsin(2,1).

Figure 4 describes the PSDs of the second category
BOCsin(2,1) and BOCsin(8,1) modulated signals. As illustrated in this figure, both of these PSDs have symmetrically
spaced main lobes. The spacing between these latter is
proportional to the modulation order.

Right 1st period
Left 1st period
Central period

1
0.9

Normalized power signal

fIF = 47.74 MHz + f0. In addition, and in comparison to this
latter case, as shown in the same figure, the CBOC,
TMBOC and CBCS signals’ PSDs have two symmetrical
main lobes with increased power for their side lobes and
additional zeros. These characteristics confirm their resistance to noise and MP.
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3. Principle of the Proposed Method

 Improved position and time accuracy with increased
number of satellites compared to single system use;
 Highly strengthened resistance to masking (in urban
areas);
 Enhanced DOP due to the improved spatial distribution of visible satellites;
 Suppression of the ionospheric error in the position
calculation by comparing the delays of two GNSS
signals;
 Improvement of robustness against interferences by
using different frequency bands.
The proposed method uses a receiver acquisition and
tracking process that benefits from all the sub mentioned
advantages; it consists of three variants used according to
the type of the received signals.

1
0.9

Normalized power signal

Positioning is seriously affected by the presence of
weak power signals at the GNSS receiver’s antenna. Besides, the use of such signals in classical reception methods
is unavoidable, since the number of available signals,
which are then confined to a single constellation, is limited.
The design of MC/MF-GNSS software and hardware defined receivers brings considerable advantages to Position
Velocity and Time (PVT) calculator that can be summarized as follows [49], [50]:

Three periods of BOCsin(8,1) signal spectrum after
undersampling.
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Undersampled BOCsin(8,1) signal spectrum.

Fig. 5. BOCsin(8,1) signal
undersampling.

spectrum

before

and

after

The first variant acquisition and tracking procedure,
of our proposed method, consists of acquiring
BOCsin/cos(α,β) modulated signals with α ˃ β, and more
specifically with α >> β, after undergoing a transformation
based on undersampling process. The latter technique relies
on sampling one desired signal with a frequency that is
lower than twice the highest signal frequency (Shannon
frequency) [51], [52], [53], [54]. The main purpose of such
processing, which does not meet the Nyquist condition, is
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Fig. 7. Principle of sequence upsampling.
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Fig. 6. DF of BOCsin(8,1) modulated signal before and after
using the first variant of the proposed method.

to bring closer the main lobes of BOCsin/cos(α,β) signals
and provide, thus signals similar to those of
BOCsin/cos(α,α). This operation allows, subsequently, the
use of the classical BOC(α,α) or CBCS (third variant) or
BOC-PRN receiving procedures to acquire this type of
signals. Figure 5 shows an example of undersampling the
BOCsin(8.1) signal.
Firstly, the received signal is limited to a bandwidth
of B = 24 MHz by the precorrelation (P-BW) bandpass
filter as shown in Fig. 5(a). Then, the resulting signal, after
conversion to the intermediate frequency fIF, is undersampled with a frequency that is equal to fUS = (fIF + B)/3 as
shown in Fig. 5(b). Finally, the so obtained signal is processed by the acquisition and tracking stage to get the time
delay estimation.
The DF corresponding to this first proposed variant
for BOCsin(8,1) modulated signal is shown in Fig. 6. As
illustrated in this figure, the traditional method S-curve of
BOCsin(8,1) presents a large number of side zeroscrossings that create ambiguity in DLL tracking loop.
Consequently, the tracking loop design for traditional
BOCsin(8,1) may be more problematic than that for
BOCsin(1,1), especially with the conventional narrow
correlator in the DLL. On the other hand, the same figure
shows that BOCsin(8,1) S-curve, for the proposed alternative, presents a very reduced number of side zeros-crossings compared to the classical BOCsin(8,1) one. As a result, BOCsin/cos(α,β) waveforms with high modulation
orders can be processed using the proposed procedure
combined with very simple acquisition and tracking structures similar to those used for BOCsin/cos(α,α) modulated
signals.
It should be noted, though, that this proposed variant
is valid for both BOCsin(α,β) and BOCcos(α,β) modulated
signals and its related transformation should be applied to
both the received and locally generated signals. Regarding
precorrelation filtering, several types of bandpass filters
can be used such as coupled line filter, comb line filter,
hairpin filter, stepped impedance filter, and so on. The
precorrelation bandpass filter in the receiver plays the role
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Fig. 8. DF corresponding to the second version, for BOC(5,5)
modulated signal.

of anti-aliasing filter since it prevents undesired signals or
noise to alias into the desired signal band.
The second reception alternative of our proposed
method is based on time expansion or upsampling, which
consists of scaling property that can be realized in “Z”
domain [55]. The upsampling process, valid for
BOCsin/cos(α,β) with  > 1,  > 1 and  = , and
BPSK(β) signals, is shown in Fig. 7. Its principle consists
firstly of inserting N zeros between consecutive input samples of the input signal. After that, the resulting sequence is
filtered leading to interpolation between the non-zero samples. Thus, the resulted signal creates the upsampled sequence. By using classical acquisition and tracking circuits,
the latter is then correlated with its corresponding locally
generated and upsampled sequence.
The S-curve corresponding to this second version, for
BOCsin(5,5) modulated signal, is shown in Fig. 8. As
shown in Fig. 8, the absolute maxima of the second variant
DF have approximately the same levels as those of the
classical scheme DF. However, the second variant DF is
more robust to synchronization/timing effects because its
plateau is longer compared to the traditional one.
The third variant of our proposed scheme consists of
acquiring more than five GNSS signals by a single local
CBCS waveform replica generated by the GNSS receiver.
The idea comes basically from the fact that BOCsin(1,1),
CBOC(6,1,1/11,+), TMBOC(6,1,4/33) and BOCcos(1,1)
are all very close to CBCS(20%) signal (See PSDs and
ACFs in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3), which allows their acquisition
by the latter one with a merely small power degradation.
The resulting DFs of these different acquired signals are
shown in Fig. 9. As illustrated in this figure, we observe
that all the S-curves are very close except for small differences around the maxima and minima that do not influence
the tracking process. Note that the procedure that is used
herein is similar to those of step-chips and BOC-PRN
structures [28], [56], [57].
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where (t) now includes receiver clock instabilities and
b0(t) is narrow band noise.
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The channels selected for the first, second and third
proposed method variants are given in Fig. 11 (a, b and c)
respectively, and their characteristics are specified as
follows:
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Afterwards, as shown in Fig. 10, thanks to a variable
bandpass filter, the channel to be converted into intermediate frequency fIF is designated. In this case, fC =
1575.42 MHz is the selected GNSS L1 band center frequency and the desired fIF is equal to 47.74 MHz. Hence,
the IF signal can be written as [10]:

-1

-0.5

0

0.5

1

1.5

Normalized time delay in "Chips"

Fig. 9. DFs
of
BOCsin(1,1),
CBOC(6,1,1/11,+),
TMBOC(6,1,4/33), BOCcos(1,1) and CBCS(20%)
acquired with CBCS(20%).

Fig. 10. Transposition of the input band and intermediate
frequency filtering.

Figure 10 shows the process of implementing the
input tape and the intermediate frequency filtering that is
common to all three variants of our proposed method.
Initially, a primary selection of GNSS RF signals is
performed using a broadband Radio Frequency (RF) bandpass filter, in order to recover the maximum possible of
GNSS signals. Here, the filtered RF signal, via the GNSS
receiver antenna, can be expressed as:

SGNSS  t  
k


i

Pi  t   Di  t   i   Ci  t   i   cos  2  f pi  f d i  t  i 

W  t 

(11)

where Pi(t) is the ith signal received instantaneous power;
Di(t) is the ith signal navigation data; Ci(t) is the PRN code
and subcarrier corresponding to the ith satellite; i is the
delay of the ith received signal; fpi is the ith signal received
carrier frequency; fdi is the Doppler shift frequency
corresponding to the ith satellite; i is the ith received signal
carrier phase; W(t) is Additive White Gaussian Noise
(AWGN).

Fig. 11. Selected channels of the three proposed method
variants.

3.1 Channel-1
Herein a BOCsin/cos(α,β) modulated signal ( >> )
corresponding to the first category is filtered with a bandpass precorrelation filter with impulse response h1(t). The
resulted signal is then centered on fIF frequency. Afterwards, it is undersampled with a frequency that is equal to
fUS = (fIF + B)/3 and then mixed with a local digital sinusoidal waveform and its 90-degree shifted version to get downconversion. Thus, the digitized signal can be given as [10]:





Sdig,IF  kT   R S  kT  exp  j  2 f IFkT    kT  

(13)

where T is the sampling period that must be chosen to fulfill the undersampling process. The objective of digital
down-conversion is to shift this latter component from the
fIF frequency down to baseband without losing phase information. The obtained baseband signal is given by [10]:





Sbase  kT   R S  kT  exp  j  kT   .

(14)
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This signal is a complex quantity that can be written as
a function of its in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) components as follows [10]:





Sbase  kT   R  S I  kT   jSQ  kT   exp  j  kT 

(15)

where SI(kT) and SQ(kT) are respectively the I and Q components of the baseband signal. Sbase(kT) is now correlated
with a code replica that has undergone the same transformation. The resultant ACF is then processed by a DLL
loop to get the DF.
Figure 12 shows the architecture of the classical
acquisition and tracking circuits. As previously stated, this
scheme enables the acquisition and tracking of
BOCsin/cos(α,β) modulated signals having undertaken the
first version transformation and having been translated thus
to baseband [10]. Note that the DLL is embedded with the
Phase Locked Loop (PLL) structure whose discriminator
output corresponds to the phase error between the received
signal and the carrier replica. The DLL may generate either
a BOCsin/cos(α,β) or a CBCS code replica and uses it for
tracking the phase of the received code.

3.2 Channel-2
The received signal here is BOCsin/cos(α,α) or
BPSK(β) modulated ( > 1), corresponding to the second
category. Similarly to the first channel, the received signal
is filtered with the same bandpass precorrelation filter h1(t)
as that of channel one. The obtained signal is then centered
on fIF frequency and upsampled. The latter operation is
followed by an adequate interpolation. Finally, the resultant
signal, after digital down-conversion, is acquired and
tracked using the same classical acquisition and tracking
architecture as that shown in Fig. 12. In this scheme, for
BOCsin/cos(α,α) and BPSK(β) received signals, the locally
generated subcarrier can be BOCsin/cos(α,α) or CBCS, or
PRN code.

3.3 Channel-3
Channel-3 is conceived to receive BOCsin/cos(1,1),
TMBOC, CBOC, and CBCS signals. After filtering and
sampling operations, the resulting signal is sent directly to
the signal processing blocks. Note that for this third proposed method variant, the acquisition circuit is equivalent
to that of Fig. 12 except for the code and subcarrier generator which is herein confined to CBCS subcarrier generation to acquire and track all the four sub mentioned channel-3 signals. In other words, the unique generator that
must be used in the acquisition circuit is that of CBCS.

4. Simulation Results
In this section, the performances in terms of MP mitigation and noise effect reduction of the three proposed
variants are firstly evaluated by using, respectively, the
running average errors and the Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE) criteria. At the meantime, a comparative study is
conducted between the proposed variants and their classical
counterparts.
The running average error is calculated by using the
maximum error resulting from the presence of one single
MP with a certain phase, delay and amplitude. It is worth
noting that the computation of the MP-induced code tracking error envelope consists of finding the point, where the
discriminator output crosses the origin. This point represents the point where the DLL will lock. In all simulations,
the MP signal is taken with amplitude of 0.5 (which corresponds to the usual value). The MP delay variation range in
reality must be chosen considering the PRN correlation
characteristics that cause the filtering, by the DLL loop, of
all the MPs with delays greater than 1.5 chips (approximately 440 meters) with respect to the Line Of Sight
(LOS). However, in order to see more clearly the test results around higher MP delays, the MP delay variation
range, in all simulations, is chosen from 0 to 1320 meters.
The MP error envelopes correspond to the maximum values obtained when the MP signal is at 0° “in phase” or
180° “out of phase” with respect to the LOS [58]. Once the
MP error is calculated, the absolute envelope values and
their cumulative sum are determined, with the same norm
as that in [58], to get the MP running average error.
The RMSE is used versus SNR that varies from
–40 dB to –20 dB. The choice of the two latter boundaries
permits the support of both very weak signals and those
with an adequate SNR ratio. The SNR here is defined as
the C/N0 ratio divided by the RF signal bandwidth. It is
worth noting that the computation of the RMSE induced
code tracking estimation bias consists of finding also (in
noisy situation) the point where the DLL discriminator
output is null.

4.1 The First Proposed Variant
Fig. 12. Classical acquisition and tracking circuits.

The scheme of undersampling is implemented
together with the classical one. A 36 MHz P-BW receiver
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Fig. 13. Running average errors of the classical and proposed
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Fig. 15. Running average errors of the classical and proposed
second variant reception of BPSK(10) modulated
signal.
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Fig. 14. RMSEs of the classical and proposed first variant
reception of BOCcos(15,2.5) modulated signal.

bandpass filter is used and a Galileo BOCcos(15,2.5) signal
is chosen to be received and transformed into
BOCcos(2.5,2.5). Here, the early late chip spacing between
the DLL correlators is taken equal to TC/5. The running
average errors results are shown in Fig. 13. As illustrated in
this figure, the proposed method presents the overall best
performances in terms of MP mitigation because it is only
sensitive for short MP delays.
Concerning the noise effect, as illustrated in Fig. 14,
as soon as the SNR value approaches –25 dB (which represents an average level of SNR), the RMSE of the proposed
method approaches that of the classical one, which proves
the applicability of the first proposed variant. The RMSE
difference, between both schemes (which has a maximum
value of 0.75 meter for the minimum value of SNR) is due
to the spectrum overlapping.

4.2 The Second Proposed Variant
Herein, the reception of GPS BPSK(10) signal is chosen using a 24 MHz (corresponding to the radionavigation
satellite service bandwidths) P-BW receiver bandpass filter. After transformation, the resulting signal is similar to
that of BPSK(1). Here, the early late chip spacing between
the DLL correlators is also chosen equal to TC/5. The re-

0
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-24
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Fig. 16. RMSEs of the classical and proposed second variant of
BPSK(10) modulated signal.

sults corresponding to the running average errors and the
RMSE are shown in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16, respectively.
The running average error curves in Fig. 15 show
a big difference between the classical method and the proposed one. In fact, the MPs effect on our proposed method
is almost totally eliminated except for low values of the
delay to which it remains sensitive. This is because the
transformation of the proposed second variant retains the
same properties of the original signals. For RMSE metric,
Figure 16 shows that the proposed second variant presents
the same performance as that of the classical method in
terms of resistance to the noise for all SNR values.

4.3 The Third Proposed Variant
Herein, the CBCS signal has been used to receive
separately BOCsin/cos(1,1), CBOC, CBCS and TMBOC,
modulated signals. At this time, the early late chip spacing
between the DLL correlators is selected equal to TC/5 for
BOCsin (1,1), CBOC, CBCS and TMBOC signals and TC/2
for BOCcos(1,1) one. Note that the value of TC/2 is chosen
because it does not provoke any ambiguity problem in the
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Fig. 18. Running average errors of the classical and proposed
third variant reception of CBOC modulated signal for
different P-BWs.

DLL. In Fig. 17, Fig. 18, Fig. 19 and Fig. 20, the results of
the running average errors of both the proposed and
classical schemes are represented, for P-BW bandwidths of
4 MHz, 12 MHz, 24 MHz and infinity, respectively.

From Fig. 19, corresponding to TMBOC signal, the
running average error values of each of the classical
schemes corresponding to P-BWs of 4 MHz, 12 MHz,
24 MHz and infinity, compared to those of the proposed

1200

5

Fig. 17. Running average errors of the classical and proposed
third variant reception of BOCsin(1,1) modulated
signal for different P-BWs.

In summary, according to these results, for CBOC reception in MP environment, the proposed scheme presents
performance that is very close to the classical one for
4 MHz P-BW, while it performs better than the classical
one for 12 MHz, 24 MHz and infinity P-BWs, and improves as P-BW increases.
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According to Fig. 18, related to CBOC signal reception case, the running average error values for each of the
classical schemes, corresponding to P-BWs of 4 MHz,
12 MHz, 24 MHz and infinity, compared to those of the
proposed third variant, are initially the same over the range
of small MP delays (few meters). Then, for the 4 MHz PBW case, both the proposed and classical curves are approximately superposed. In the meantime, for all the remaining P-BWs 12 MHz, 24 MHz and infinity, the values
of the proposed third variant running average error values
become lower over the entire MP delays range and decay
more rapidly to zero than those of classical schemes. Besides, the gap between the proposed and classical schemes,
for all P-BWs of 12 MHz, 24 MHz and infinity, increases
when the P-BW is augmented reaching the maximal differences values of 1.64 meters, 3.03 meters and 3.06 meters,
respectively.
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Conferring to Fig. 17, concerning BOCsin(1,1) received signal case, the running average error values for
each of the classical schemes, corresponding to P-BWs of
4 MHz, 12 MHz, 24 MHz and infinity, are approximately
equal to those of the proposed third variant. In fact, the
maximal differences between the curves’ results of both
schemes for all P-BWs do not exceed 0.344 meter, which
qualifies the proposed third version MP performance to be
very close to that of the classical case and confirming, thus,
its efficiency for BOCsin signal reception.
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Fig. 19. Running average errors of the classical and proposed
third variant reception of TMBOC modulated signal
for different P-BWs.

third variant, are initially the same over the range of small
MP delays (few meters). Then, for the whole remaining
MP delays range, the 4 MHz error values of the proposed
variant are greater than those of the classical one, with
a maximal reached gap not exceeding 0.82 meter.
At the same time, except for the 4 MHz P-BW case,
the values of the proposed variant for all other P-BWs
become lower and decay more rapidly to zero than those of
classical schemes. Moreover, the gaps between the
proposed and classical schemes curves, for P-BWs of
12 MHz, 24 MHz and infinity, increase when the P-BW is
increased reaching their maximal values of approximately
0.66 meter, 2.9 meters and 0.58 meters, respectively.
According to these results, for TMBOC reception in MP
environment, the proposed scheme presents performance
that is less good but close to the classical one for the
4 MHz P-BW; while, for the 12 MHz, 24 MHz and infinity
P-BWs, it is always the best and improves as P-BW
increases. Hence, TMBOC reception via the proposed third
variant in MP environment is efficient.
In Fig. 20, for the BOCcos(1,1) reception case, the
running average error values for each of the classical
and proposed schemes, corresponding to P-BWs of 4 MHz,
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According to Fig. 22, dedicated to CBOC reception,
the RMSE curves values for each of the proposed third
method schemes, corresponding to all considered P-BWs,
are less than those of the classical ones over the entire SNR
range. In addition, as the P-BW increases, the better is the
performance of the proposed variant compared to the classical scheme. Therefore, CBOC reception with the proposed third variant presents a better resistance to the noise
compared to the classical scheme.
From Fig. 23, dedicated to TMBOC reception, the
RMSE curves values of the proposed method correspond-
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reception of BOCsin(1,1) modulated signal for
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According to Fig. 21, dedicated to BOCsin(1,1) reception, the proposed scheme RMSE curves corresponding
to P-BWs of 4 MHz, 12 MHz, 24 MHz and infinity, compared to those of the classical ones, are practically the
same, except for SNR less than –32 dB. In this case, the
proposed third version becomes less performant compared
to the classical method due to a small degradation that does
not exceed, for all considered P-BWs, 0.475 meters (for
infinite P-BW, at –40 dB), which proves the efficiency of
the proposed third variant in noisy environment.
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Fig. 20. Running average errors of the classical and proposed
third variant reception of BOCcos(1,1) modulated
signal for different P-BWs.

12 MHz, 24 MHz and infinity are represented. A comparative study shows that, in this case, for all P-BWs, the proposed and classical methods curves are the same only for
short MP delays. Then, for delays greater than approximately 100 meters, the obtained curves values of the proposed method are, always and for all P-BWs, greater than
those of the classical ones. However, the gaps maximal
values between the proposed and classical schemes curves,
for all considered P-BWs, are situated between 1 and
2.47 meters. Regarding the advantages provided by the
proposed third variant, such a degradation is acceptable and
qualifies it to be efficient for MC/MF reception in in MP
environment.
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Fig. 23. RMSEs of the classical and proposed third variant
reception of TMBOC modulated signal for different
P-BWs.

ing to 4 MHz and 12 MHz P-BWs are approximatively the
same as those of the classical scheme in the SNR range
[–37 dB, –20 dB] and present an insignificant degradation.
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Fig. 24. RMSEs of the classical and proposed third variant
reception of BOCcos(1,1) modulated signal for
different P-BWs.

However, the proposed third variant for P-BWs of
24 MHz and infinity, performs better than the classical
method reaching improvement between 2 meters and
4 meters over the entire SNR range and as the P-BW
increases the better is the performance of the proposed
variant compared to the classical scheme. Therefore, the
TMBOC reception with the proposed third variant presents
better performances in comparison to that with the classical
scheme.
Figure 24, dedicated to BOCcos reception, shows that
the RMSE curves values for each of the proposed third
variant, corresponding to all P-BWs, are a little higher than
those of the classical ones over the entire SNR range. It
should be noted, however, that for SNR values greater than
–35 dB, the RMSE curves gap values does not exceed
0.5 meters. Thus, BOCcos signals reception with the proposed third variant, compared to the classical scheme reception, is also efficient in a noisy environment.
In summary, the simulation results of the third proposed variant concerning both running average errors and
RMSE criteria qualify the CBCS signal to be adopted successfully by MC/MF reception of BOCsin/cos(1,1), CBOC
and TMBOC modulated signals in MP and noisy environments and under conditions where the received signals are
not identified or known in advance.

4.4 MC/MF Error Reduction in Degraded
Environment
Finally, in this part, a last test is conducted to study
the proposed method performance as a function of the
number of combined MC/MF (GPS, Galileo and
GLONASS) signals of Satellites In Space (SIS). For this
purpose, we assume a neglected offset between different
GNSS systems time scales. The geometry of simulated
satellites has been realized according to a predefined
placement taking into account the noise and MP environmental factor. In this topology, satellites are placed randomly since the regular case does not reflect the real-world
conditions.

Mean of
TOA
RMSE in
meters
0.5
3.0
5.5
8.0
10.5
13.0
15.5
16.5

Error reduction in %

4 GPS
visible
SIS

2 GPS + 2
Galileo
visible SIS

3 GPS + 2
Galileo
visible SIS

0.5694
1.9667
3.6213
5.2755
6.9212
8.5343
10.1893
10.2003

24%
25%
27%
27%
27%
26%
26%
26%

30%
30%
31%
30%
31%
31%
31%
31%

3 GPS + 1
Galileo + 1
GLONASS
visible SIS
40%
41%
42%
41%
42%
41%
42%
42%

Tab. 1. Percentage error reduction as a function of the TOA
RMSE.

The receiver selects, among the MC/MF visible SISs
signals, those whose SNRs are the best possible. Among
the different possibilities of this selection process, four
cases of interest are chosen. In the first one, four signals are
selected appertaining all to the same GPS system constellation and representing, thus, the standalone GPS reception.
In the second case, the two first case GPS SISs having the
lowest SNR levels are replaced by two Galileo SISs with
higher SNR levels. In the third case, the same SISs used in
the second case are reinforced by one more selected GPS
SIS, increasing, thus, the number of selected SISs to five.
In the last case, the third case Galileo SIS having the lowest
SNR level is replaced by one MF GLONASS SIS with
higher SNR level. The selected SISs in each of the four
cases are used to perform the pseudo-range measurements
with a given RMSE of Time Of Arrival (TOA) estimation.
The latter one varies, for each SIS, from 0 to 16.5 meters.
The upper value of this interval corresponds to the mean of
the maximum errors reached by the three proposed variants. In this simulation, the receiver position estimation,
based on the least square method, is repeated according to
1000 iterations. The results, in terms of percentage error
reduction, as a function of the RMSE, are illustrated in
Tab. 1.
As shown in Tab. 1, the increase in the number of different multi-constellations SISs implies a reduction of the
average error and consequently an improvement of the
performances. In fact, percentage error reduction varies
from 24% (for four selected SISs corresponding to GPS
and Galileo) to 42% for an optimal combination of the
three systems, i.e. GPS, Galileo and GLONASS. The latter
situation proves that the MC/MF systems provide a best
improvement compared to the standalone GPS.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, an efficient method for receiving a diversity of GNSS signals in degraded environments is proposed through three variants, each using a specific transformation adapted to a particular type of signals and combined with a single classical receiver structure. This
method offers less complexity and thus lower cost con-
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cerning the overall receiver scheme. On the other hand, the
proposed versions bring an efficient solution to weak
power signals problem and benefit naturally from all advantages acquired by the PVT calculator thanks to the
MC/MF-GNSS receiver design. The simulation results
showed that the three proposed variants have satisfactory
performances and most often better, in terms of MP mitigation and noise resistance, compared to the classical
schemes that are not yet able to determine any position due
to the use of a single GNSS system satellite constellation.
In addition, they work for short/long weak/strong LOS or
MP signals and achieve better performances than the traditional scheme for all MP signal delays, amplitudes and
phases and for any P-BW of the receiver filter.
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